Box / Folder SEMLA Archives

1/1: Annual Reports

MLA 1974
  1976, Letter From Pauline Shaw, (?) Chairman
  Nov. 5-6, 1976 in Knoxville, Tennessee, List of Officers
MLA/ Chapter Reports 1976
  Letter from Pauline Shaw to Dena Epstein, Nov. 9, 1976
  Nov. 15, 1977, Submitted by Jerry Parsons, Chairperson
MLA 1977
  MLA Summary of Chapter Activities 1980
  Letter to Music Library Association, Inc. from Joan C. Falconer Dated December 4, 1981
  Nov. 1981-1982
  MLA Newsletter Feb. 21, 1982 to Southeast Chapter from Joan O. Falconer
  Nov. 29, 1982

1/2: Fact Sheets

MLA 1974
  Annual Report 1976 Submitted by Pauline Shaw
MLA Chapter Reports 1976,
  Summary, Nov. 5-6, 1976 in Knoxville, Tenn.
  Nov. 9, 1975 Letter to Dena Epstein from Pauline Shaw
  Nov. 15, 1977, Submitted by Chairperson Jerry Parsons
MLA 1977, Nov. 5 Meeting
  MLA Summary of Chapter Activities 1980
  Dec. 16, 1981 Chapter Report, Nov. 6-7 Meeting in Atlanta
  Nov. 1981, Chapter Information
  Nov. 29, 1982 Chapter Report (?)
  Annual Report 1983, Nov. 11-12 Meeting in Deland, FL.
  184 Chapter Report (?), Oct. 18-20 Meeting in Durham, NC
  Dec. 5, 1985, MEMO to Mary Wallace Davidson from Dale L. Hudson, Chair
  Nov. 17, 1986, Copy of Annual Report Sent to Lenore Coral from Dale L. Hudson, Chair
  1987 Chapter Report Submitted by Nancy Kobialka
  1988 Chapter Report Submitted by Nancy K. Zavac
  1989 Chapter Questionnaire
  1994-1995
  1995-1996
  1996-1997
  1997-1998 Version 3
  1998-1999 Version 3
  SEMLA Chronology 1999-2000
  SEMLA Chronology 2000-2001

1/3: Directory 1st Edition

  Dec. 3, 1976 Letter to Gene W. Leonardi from Jerry Persons
  Proposed Questionnaire Format
Letter from Gene (Leonardi?) to Jerry (Persons?)
Proposed Questionnaire Format; List of Libraries in Southeastern States
Jan. 6, 1977 Letter from Jerry Persons, Chairperson
Nov. 15, 1977 Letter from Jerry Persons to Gene Leonardi
Feb. 18, 1977 Memorandum from Jeanette to Jerry Persons?; Edited Letter from Jerry Persons; Chapter Plans to Initiate a Newsletter about Chapter Activities
Feb. 23, 1977 Letter from Gene Leonardi to Jerry Persons; Questionnaire: Music Materials in the Southeast
Handwritten To-Do List
May 5, 1977, Checklist Report: Resources for Southeastern Music History from Jerry Persons; Questionnaire: Music Materials in the Southeast; Handwritten Notes
May 5, 1977 Memorandum Titled “Lots of Things” from Jeanette Drone to Jerry Persons
Nov. 15, 1977 Letter from Jerry Persons to Jean Geil; Questionnaire?; Information on Tulane University’s Maxwell Music Library
Nov. 25, 1977 Letter from Jerry Persons; Southeast Chapter – Music Library Association
Handwritten Note from J. (Persons?); Completed (Questionnaire ?) from Southern Missionary College; Completed (Questionnaire ?) from Florida International University; Brief Note about Florida Interlibrary Loan Media Materials

SEMLA Welcome Page, Printed Jan. 17, 2006
Music Library Association Hurricane Assistance, Jan. 14, 2006
SEMLA, Memphis Hosts Music Library Association Concert, Summary of Events
MLA 75th Anniversary Donation Form
SEMLA History of Chapter Officers, Chronological List
SEMLA Chapter Officer’s Handbook, Oct. 2004
SEMLA Bylaws
SEMLA Constitution

1/5: Schedules
SEMLA Calendar for Nov. 1995 - Oct. 1996
SEMLA Calendar 1997-1998
SEMLA Calendar for Nov. 1998-Oct. 1999
SEMLA Calendar 2000-2001
SEMLA Calendar 2001-2002
SEMLA Calendar 2002-2003
SEMLA Calendar Fall 2008-Fall 2009

1/6: Elections 1979-1983
List of the Officers of the Southeast Chapter from 1971-1983
SEMLA Nov. 11, 1983, Biographies of the Candidates and the Ballot
Sept. 19, 1983 Letter from Anthony Miller to Joan O. Falconer
Sept. 6, 1983 Letter from Dennis S. Wujcik to Tony (last name? Maybe Anthony Miller);
Biography of Dennis S. Wujcik
July 17, 1983 Letter from Alan Gregory to Anthony Miller
SEMLA November 6, 1982 Biographies of Candidates
April 23, 1983 Letter from Kenneth R. Benoit to Anthony Miller Indicating Interest to Run for Office
Kenneth R. Benoit Resume; Feb. 29, 1980 Letter from John N. Berry III to Kenneth R. Benoit Discussing Benoit’s Article “Updating ‘Basic’ Record Lists”
April 20, 1983 Letter from Nancy Kobialka to Anthony Miller Stating Interest in Running for Member-at-Large
Resume of Nancy C. Kobialka for Fall 1983 Election; Constitutional Change and Ballet for November 6, 1982 SEMLA Election
Nov. 6, 1982 SEMLA Biographies of Candidates for Election of Secretary/Treasurer and Member-at-Large
Sept. 10, 1982 Letter from Dale L. Hudson to Joan Falconer with Information on Nominating Committee; Sept. 13, 1982 Letter from Rebena Cornwell to Dale (Hudson?) Accepting Nomination to Run for Secretary/Treasurer; Sept. 1, 1982 Letter from Laura Dankner to Dale L. Hudson Accepting Nomination to Run for Member-at-Large; Sept. 11, 1982 Letter from Alan Gregory to Dale Hudson Providing Gregory’s Biography; Sept. 2, 1982 Letter from Ann Viles to Dale Hudson Accepting Nomination to Run for Member-at-Large; Sept. 16, 1982 Memorandum from Dale Hudson to Joan Falconer
Biographies of Janice Jenkins, Joan O. Falconer, Nancy C. Lawrence, and Ann Viles
Summer 1981 Letter from Janice Jenkins to Dennis Wujcik Providing Biographical Information
Nov. 1, 1980 Ballot and Candidate Information
May 1980 Special Election Ballot Information
May 23, 1980 Memorandum from Dale Hudson to Bela Foltin Listing Recent History of SE/MLA Executive Board
Dec. 7, 1979 Letter from Jeanette to Dale Hudson, Final Report of the Nominating Committee
Copy of Above Entry
Nov. 17, 1979 Ballot and Candidate Information for Election
Oct. 3, 1979 Letter from Joan Falconer to Mavis Jackson Membership and Election Dues
1/7: Directory 2003 Update
1/8: Directory 2006-2007 Update
Oct. 10, 2006 Email from Cassidy R. Sugimoto to Diane Kazlauskas Asking Help in Updating Directory
Nov. 29, 2006 Email from Sara J. Beutter to Members of SEMLA Asking for Updated Directory Information
2006 SEMLA Directory Questionnaire
1/9: Officer’s Handbook
Folder Titled SEMLA Officers’ Handbook
List of Contents of 1983 SEMLA Officers’ Handbook Sent from Joan Falconer;
Nov. 1983 List Suggestions for Senders and Recipients of Chapter Correspondence;
SEMLA Contents of Folders;
Winter 1978 MLA Handbook for Offices and Committee Chairpersons;
Nov. 1983 List of Duties of Chapter Chairperson;
Aug. 29, 1983 MLA Newsletter Calendar;
Fax? From Christine Hoffman to MLA Chapter Chairs Asking for Details of Chapter Meetings;
Oct. 12, 1983 Email from Marsha Berman to Joan Falconer Reminder to Send Chapter Meeting Reports;
1983 Description and Process of Nominating Committee Chairpersons;
List of Officers of SEMLA 1971-1993;
List of Nominating Committees 1979-1992;
Nov. 11, 1983 Sample Election Data and Biographies of Candidates;
Nov. 6, 1982 Sample Ballot;
1983 Breve Notes (SEMLA Newsletter);
Form for Dues and Other Contributions from Oct. 1981 Breve Notes;
Jan. 21, 1980 Letter from ??? to Janice Jenkins List of Suggestions on Developing a Program and Description of Chairman Position
Aug. 1975 Third Draft of Policy Concerning Chapter Publications Adopted by MLA Executive Board
Folder Titled SEMLA Officers’ Handbook Nominating Committee Chair
Jan. 1986 SEMLA Constitution
Nov. 1983 List of Contents of SEMLA Officers’ Handbook from Joan Falconer
Nov. 1983 Suggestions for Senders and Recipients of Chapter Correspondence
SEMLA Contents of Folders
Winter 1978 MLA Handbook for Offices and Committee Chairpersons;
1983 List of Duties of Chapter Chairperson;
Aug. 29, 1983 MLA Newsletter Calendar;
Fax? From Christine Hoffman to MLA Chapter Chairs Asking for Details of Chapter Meetings;
Oct. 12, 1983 Email from Marsha Berman to Joan Falconer Reminder to Send Chapter Meeting Reports;
1983 Description and Process of Nominating Committee Chairpersons;
List of Officers of SEMLA 1971-1989
List of Nominating Committees 1979-1989;
Nov. 11, 1983 Sample Election Data and Biographies of Candidates;
Nov. 6, 1982 Sample Ballot;
1983 Breve Notes (SEMLA Newsletter);
Form for Dues and Other Contributions from Oct. 1981 Breve Notes;
Jan. 21, 1980 Letter from ??? to Janice Jenkins List of Suggestions on Developing a Program and Description of Chairman Position
Aug. 1975 Third Draft of Policy Concerning Chapter Publications Adopted by MLA Executive Board
1/10: Constitution and Bylaws Revision
SEMLA Constitution 1978??; SEMLA By-Laws
Dec. 31, 1977 Letter from Joan Falconer to Pauline Bayne???, Suggested Revisions to Constitution and By-Laws
Dec. 1977 Pauline’s Proposal for SEMLA Constitution and By-Laws
Nov. 22, 1977 Letter from Pauline S. Bayne to Joan Falconer Sending Revised Draft of Constitution and By-Laws and Asking for Revisions and Comments
Nov. 21, 1977 Letters from Joan Falconer to Karl ??? Congratulating his Election to NY Chapter Chair and Discussing By-Law Revisions; Letter from Joan Falconer to Helvi ??? Discussing By-Law Revisions
Nov. 15, 1977 Letter from Jerry Persons to Pauline Bayne and Joan Falconer Discussing By-
Law/Constitution Revisions; Two Pages Handwritten Notes on By-Law and Constitution Ideas

Nov. 14, 1977 Letter from Pauline Bayne to Joan Falconer, Suggested Revisions to Constitution and By-Laws

Nov. 15-16, 1974 SEMLA Approved By-Laws

Nov. 15-16, 1974 SEMLA Proposed By-Laws

SEMLA By-Laws Presented Nov. 15-16, 1974 and Amended 1975

SEMLA Proposed By-Laws; SEMLA By-Laws Approved Nov. 15-16, 1974

Dec. 10, 1974 Letter from Jerry Persons to Pauline Bayne and Joan Falconer Discussing By-Law/Constitution Revisions; Two Pages Handwritten Notes on By-Law and Constitution Ideas

SEMLA Proposed By-Laws; SEMLA Proposed By-Laws from Nov. 15-16, 1974

Nov. 6, 1982 SEMLA Ballot and Constitutional Change

Oct. 1984 SEMLA Constitution

Oct. 1984 SEMLA By-Laws

Oct. 1984 SEMLA By-Laws - Copy

Oct. 1984 SEMLA Constitution - Copy

SEMLA Constitution and By-Laws

SEMLA Constitution Amended and Approved April 1, 1997; SEMLA By-Laws Amended and Approved Oct. 19, 1996

SEMLA Constitution and By-Laws - Copy

SEMLA Constitution and By-Laws – Copy

Jan. 1986 SEMLA Constitution

Jan. 1986 SEMLA By-Laws

Feb. 6, 1979 SEMLA Constitution

Oct. 1990 SEMLA By-Laws

SEMLA By-Laws With Hand-Written Corrections

1/12: Meeting Information (Website)

SEMLA Annual Meeting Nov. 1-3, 2001 Homepage

SEMLA Accommodations Page from Oct. 2001 Meeting

SEMLA Nov. 1-3, 2001 Registration Form

SEMLA Nov. 1-3, 2001 Conference Agenda

SEMLA 2001 Conference Travel Information

MLA Travel Grant to Attend SEMLA 2001 Meeting Information

2001 Parking Information

2001 Meeting Locations

2001 Meeting Transportation

Blank Maps Page

SEMLA 2001 Local Information
SEMLA 2008 Annual Conference Preconference Workshop Information
SEMLA 2008 Annual Conference Preconference Workshop Registration
SEMLA 2008 Annual Conference Program Information
SEMLA 2008 Annual Conference Registration Information
SEMLA 2008 Annual Conference Registration Form
SEMLA 2008 Annual Conference Travel Grant Information
SEMLA 2008 Annual Conference Travel Information
SEMLA 2008 Annual Conference Accommodations Information
SEMLA 2008 Annual Conference Local Information
SEMLA 2008 Music in Libraries: Just the Basics One Day Workshop Information

1/13: Meeting Attendees
- Nov. 5-6, 1976 SEMLA Pre-Registration List
- Nov. 5, 1977 Announcements/Additions/Corrections
- Nov. 5, 1977 List of Attendees
- Nov. 16-17, 1979 List of Attendees
- 1979-80 Membership List
- Oct. 31-Nov. 1, 1980 Florida State University Meeting Attendee List
- SEMLA 1981-1982 Membership List
- Nov. 5-6, 1982 SEMLA Annual Meeting Pre-Registration Attendee List
- 1983-1984 SEMLA List of Members
- Oct. 18-20, 1984 Joint Meeting of the SEMLA and Chesapeake Chapter Registration List
- 1985-1986 SEMLA List of Members
- 1985-1986 SEMLA List of Members
- Oct. 16-18, 1986 Southwest and Texas Chapters Joint Meeting Pre-Registration List
- Oct. 1-3, 1987 SEMLA Registration List
- Oct. 12-14, 1989 SEMLA Late-Registration List
- 1988 SEMLA Annual Meeting Registration List
- Oct. 12-14, 1989 SEMLA Pre-Registration List
- Feb. 22, 1990 SEMLA Informal Meeting Handwritten Attendee List
- Feb. 15, 1991 SEMLA Informal Meeting Handwritten Attendee List
- 1991 SEMLA/Chesapeake Chapter Fall Meeting List of Registrants
- Feb. 1992 SEMLA Institutional and Personal Members
- Oct. 18-19, 1985 SEMLA List of Registrants and Participants
- Oct. 21-23, 1993 SEMLA Annual Meeting List of Registrants
- Oct. 12-14, 1995 SEMLA Annual Meeting List of Registrants
- Oct. 31, 1997 Email from Jennifer Ottervik to SEMLA Members Listing Members
- Oct. 2000 SEMLA Meeting Attendees
- Oct. 12-14, 2006 SEMLA Annual Conference List of Attendees

1/14: Chapter History
- March 12, 1970 Letter from William McClellan to Liselotte Andersson and Kathryn P. Logan Discussing the Creation of New MLA Chapters
- April 15, 1970 Letter from Kathryn P. Logan to William McClellan Discussing the Formation of a Southeast Chapter of the MLA
- Aug. 13, 1970 Notice from Kathryn P. Logan Discussing an Upcoming SELA Meeting
Letter from David Wood to Don. L. Roberts Discussing the Meeting of and Formation of the Pacific Northwest Chapter of MLA; List of Members in Attendance and Members Unable to Attend an MLA meeting in Seattle

Oct. 9, 1970 Letter from Kathryn P. Logan to Potential SEMLA Members Discussing the First Meeting of SEMLA and Includes an RSVP Form

Oct. 27, 1970 Letter from Kathryn P. Logan to Carleton Thaxton Discussing a Time Discrepancy For a Meeting on Nov. 6

Oct. 29, 1970 Letter from Julie M. Compton and William A. Canyon to Kathryn P. Logan Discussing Their Pleasure at the Formation of Southeast Chapter of MLA

Nov. 6, 1970 Information on MLA Meeting Times and Reservations for Atlanta Meeting; Secretary Notes??? From the Formation of SEMLA on Nov. 6, 1970

Nov. 1970 SEMLA Conference Program

Nov. 1970 SEMLA Members List

Books and Magazines Listing LP Records and Reviews

Nov. 1970 SEMLA List of Persons Interested but Unable to Attend the Conference

Nov. 12, 1970 Letter from Kathryn P. Logan to Elaine Van????? Describing the Conference

Nov. 20, 1970 Letter from Elaine Van????? To Kathryn Logan Thanking Logan for her Previous Letter

Nov. 24, 1970 Letter from Kathie ??? to Don Roberts Summarizing the SEMLA Meeting in Nov. 1970

Dec. 8, 1970 Letter from Don L. Roberts to Kathryn Logan Thanking her for her Report; Friday Oct. 23 Tentative Program

Dec. 18, 1970 Letter from Carlton Thaxton to Kathryn Logan Discussing Nov. Meeting

Feb. 15, 1971 Letter from Kathryn Logan Summarizing and Explaining the Newly-Formed SEMLA; Summary of Events from Nov. 6, 1970 Meeting from Kathryn Logan; SEMLA List of Members

1970-1995 25 Year Chronology; List of Officers from Past 25 Years

1970-1995 Detailed SEMLA Chronology

1/15: Chair Correspondence, Pauline Shaw, 1974-76

Aug. 23, 1974 Letter from Pauline Shaw to Patricia A. Keyser Discussing Desire to Have SEMLA Meetings; Jan. 16, 1975 Handwritten Letter from J. Michael Foster to Patricia Keyser Attaching a List of Interested Members in Having Chapter Meetings; Attached List of Members Interested in Having Chapter Meetings

Sept. 10, 1974 Letter from Michael Foster to Pauline Shaw Discussing Progress on Scheduling a SEMLA Meeting

Oct. 15, 1974 Letter from Dale L. Hudson to Pauline Shaw Confirming his Attendance at the Nov. 15-16 Meeting

Nov. 18, 1974 Letter from Don Phillips to Kathryn P. Logan Discussing Frustrations with Midwest Chapter of MLA and Asking for Advice; Nov. 11, 1974 Letter from Jack L. Ralston to Don Phillips Outlining the Duties of a State Representative of the Midwest Chapter

Nov. 25, 1974 Letter from Dennis P. Prisk to Thomas H. Gunn Discussing the Center for Continuing Education at Appalachian State University

Nov. 26, 1974 Hand-written Letter from Kathryn Logan?? to Pauline Shaw?? Congratulating Shaw on her Appointment to Chairman of SEMLA

Dec. 4, 1974 Letter from Thomas H. Gunn to Pauline Shaw Recommending the Next Chapter Meeting be Held at Appalachian State University

Jan. 10, 1975 Letter from Pauline Shaw to Valerie Burnie Discussing Work Needed to be Done Before the Next SEMLA Meeting
Information for Conference at Appalachian State University: Fees, Contact, Rooming
Jan. 10, 1975 Letter from Pauline Shaw to Patsy Keyser Discussing Work Needed to be Done
Before the Next SEMLA Meeting; Letter from Thomas H. Gunn to Pauline Shaw
Recommending the Next Chapter Meeting be Held at Appalachian State University;
Description of the Continuing Education Center at Appalachian State University
Jan. 21, 1975 Letter from Dale L. Hudson to Pauline Shaw Discussing the Fall SEMLA Meeting
Jan. 27, 1975 Letter from Valerie Burnie to Pauline Shaw Discussing the Fall Meeting and Ways
for SEMLA to Grow
April 10, 1975 Hand-Written Letter from Kathryn Logan?? to Pauline Shaw Discussing Logan’s
Trip to Europe and the SEMLA Newsletter
May 1, 1975 Letter from Patsy (Patricia Keyser)???? to Pauline Shaw Discussing he Personal Life
and Postage Costs of Newsletter; SEMLA Members and Interested People; SEMLA Press
Release Announcing Meeting Date and Information About SEMLA
June 12, 1975 Letter from Patricia A. Keyser to Pauline Shaw Discussing Keyser’s Resignation and
Move and the Problems with the Newsletter
July 7, 1975 Letter from ????? to Pauline Shaw Stating that ????? is Interested in Making a
Presentation
July 10, 1975 Hand-Written Latter from Pauline Shaw to Valerie Burnie Discussing Newsletter,
Upcoming Events, and Possible Changes
Letter from Jerry Parsons to Pauline Shaw Offering Suggestions For Conference, Information of
Schedule of Conference, and Questions
Aug. 4, 1975 Letter from Dale L. Hudson to Pauline Shaw Discussing Items of Business
Aug. 4, 1975 Letter from Thomas H. Gunn to Pauline Shaw Discussing Appalachian State
University as Future SEMLA Meeting Place
Meeting in Athens, GA
Aug. 29, 1975 Letter from Jerry Persons to Pauline Shaw Hotel Rates; Athens Holiday Inn
Information
Letter from Pauline Shaw to Music Librarians Providing Information on SEMLA Annual Meeting
Oct. 10-11, 1975 in Athens, GA; Athens Maps; SEMLA Oct. 10-11, 1975 Conference
Schedule; Athens Local Information and Contact Information
1/16: Chair Correspondence, Jerry Persons, 1976-78
Nov. 9, 1976 Letter from Pauline Shaw to Carol Mekkawi Discussing the Upcoming Joint Meeting
Between SEMLA and the Chesapeake Chapter
Dec. 3, 1976 Letter from Jerry Persons to Carol Mekkawi Discussing the Upcoming Joint Meeting
Between SEMLA and the Chesapeake Chapter
Jan. 16, 1977 Letter from Thelma Diercks to Jerry Persons Discussing the Upcoming Joint
Meeting Between SEMLA and the Chesapeake Chapter
Feb. 13, 1977 Letter from Jerry Persons to Thelma Diercks Discussing Membership Drive
Questionnaires
July 19, 1977 Letter from Thelma C. Diercks to Jerry Persons Discussing and Providing
Information on the Upcoming Joint Meeting Between SEMLA and the Chesapeake
Chapter
Aug. 5, 1977 Letter from Mary Alice Rhea to Jerry Persons Discussing Rhea’s Resignation from
the SEMLA Secretary-Treasurer Position
Aug. 14, 1977 Letter from Jerry Persons to SEMLA Members Discussing the Upcoming Meeting
and Changes within the Organization
Aug. 14, 1977 Letter from Jerry Persons to Thelma Diercks Requesting Information on the Upcoming Joint Meeting
Aug. 14, 1977 Letter from Jerry Persons to Vernon A. McCart Responding to a Query
Sept. 2, 1977 Letter from Thelma Diercks to Jerry Persons Providing Information on Upcoming Nov. 5 Meeting; Sept. 6, 1977 Letter from Jerry Persons to Thelma Diercks Discussing Mailing Labels and Details Pertaining to Upcoming Meeting; Draft of Program for Nov. 5, 1977
Sept. 17, 1977 Letter from Marty ?? to Jerry Persons Requesting Information on Upcoming Fall Meeting
Oct. 17, 1977 Letter from Thelma Diercks to Members of the Board, Discussing Arrangements for Nov. 5 Meeting
Oct. 18, 1977 Letter from Jerry Persons to Mavis Jackson?? Asking Mavis to take on Secretary-Treasurer Position
Oct. 20, 1977 Letter from Pauline Bayne to Jerry Persons Notifying Persons of Bayne’s Absence from Upcoming Meeting
Oct. 24, 1977 Letter from Thelma Diercks?? to Jerry Persons Discussing Arrangements for Upcoming Meeting
Hand-Written Notes on Agenda for Fall, 1977 Meeting
Invitation to and Information about Nov. 5, 1977 Joint SEMLA and Chesapeake Chapter Meeting
Nov. 15, 1977 Letter from Jerry Persons to Carroll Brewster (President) Thanking Brewster for Her Kindness
July 19, 1978 Letter from Philip Youngholm to “Colleagues” Asking for Organizational Information and Advice
May 26, 1978 Letter from Jerry Persons to Ruth Watanabe Announcing Persons’ Move to Stanford
May 26, 1978 Letter from Jerry Persons to Donald Krummel Announcing Persons’ Move to Stanford
May 26, 1978 Letter from Jerry Persons to Robert L. Evensen Announcing Persons’ Move to Stanford
Aug. 7, 1978 Letter from Jeanette ????? to Mavis Jackson Providing Information on Directory and Workshop
1/17: Chair Correspondence, Dale Hudson, 1978-79
Oct. 20, 1978 Letter from Jeanette ??? to Pauline Bayne Discussing Ideas on SEMLA Duties Minutes for Feb. 6, 1979 SEMLA Meeting
Feb. 14, 1979 Letter from Pauline Bayne Giving a List of Ideas and Suggestions
Feb. 14, 1979 Letter from Joan Falconer to Dale L. Hudson Discussing Newsletter Finances
Feb. 14, 1979 Letter from Pauline Bayne to Mavis Jackson List of Elected Officers and Items to Attend to
Feb. 26, 1979 Letter from Kathryn P. Logan to Dale Hudson Discussing SEMLA Meeting Date
Feb. 28, 1979 Letter from Dale. L. Hudson to Mavis Jackson Discussing Proposed Constitution; Feb. 28, 1979 Letter from Dale Hudson to Joan Falconer Discussing Upcoming Events
March 7, 1979 Letter from Jeanette Drone to Dale Hudson Discussing Things to be Done
March 19, 1979 Letter from Jody (Joan) Falconer to Dale Hudson, Pauline Bayne, Mavis Jackson, Jeanette Drone Discussing Upcoming Newsletter to DOMCIS
March 30, 1979 Letter from Dale Hudson to Joan Falconer Discussing Newsletter; Announcement of Cancellation of Nov. 1978 SEMLA Meeting
May 11, 1979 “While You Were Out” Slip for Joan Falconer; May 4, 1979 Letter from Joan
Falconer to Dale Hudson, Pauline Bayne, Mavis Jackson, and Jeanette Drone Discussing Newsletter and Business Items

May 10, 1979 Letter from Kathryn Logan to Dale Hudson Discussing Details for Upcoming Fall Meeting

Sept. 5, 1979 Hand-Written Letter from Kathie ?? to Dale Hudson Exchanging Pleasantries; SEMLA Nov. 16, 1979 Annual Meeting Preliminary Program

Sept. 18, 1979 Letter from Dale Hudson to Joan Falconer; Nov. 1979 Election Sample Ballot; Ballot Information; Reminder of Nov. 16-17 Meeting.

Sept. 10, 1979 Letter from Jeanette Drone to Dale Hudson Listing Items to Attend to Oct, 2, 1979 Letter from Dale Hudson to Bela Foltin Thanking Foltin for Standing for Election

Oct. 25, 1979 Letter from Dena J. Epstein to Chapter Chairperson Questions Raised at Meeting and Reminders

1/18: Chair Correspondence, Larry Dixson, 1979

Nov. 16-17, 1979 SEMLA Meeting Budget Report

Nov. 20, 1979 Letter from Larry Dixson to Bela Foltin Discussing Directory and Newsletter Items

Nov. 21, 1979 Letter from Larry Dixson to Linda Solow Discussing Travel Funds Business Items; Dec. 13, 1979 Letter from Linda Solow to Larry Dixson Exchanging Pleasantries

Nov. 21, 1979 Letter from Larry Dixson to Brent H. Farber, Jr. Reporting Changes in Administrative Board

Nov. 21, 1979 Larry Dixson to Dena J. Epstein Reporting Changes in Administrative Board

Nov. 21, 1979 Letter from Larry Dixson to Jeanette Drone, Dale Hudson, Mavis Jackson, Shirley Marie Watts Discussing Official Actions Since Nov. 17, 1979

Dec. 4, 1979 Letter from Larry Dixson to Bela Foltin Discussing the Directory

Dec. 4, 1979 Letter from Larry Dixson to Joan Falconer Discussing Library Temperature and a Questionnaire; Nov. 29, 1979 Letter from Joan Falconer to Larry Dixson Discussing a Questionnaire for New England Directory; Cope of Discussed Questionnaire; Nov. 19, 1979 Letter from Larry Dixson to Joan Falconer Discussing Recent Events; Nov. 19, 1979 Letter from Larry Dixson to Richard Barker Thanking Barker for Help Paying for SEMLA Newsletter

Dec. 5, 1979 Letter from Larry Dixson to Mavis Jackson Discussing Treasury Information and Discrepancies; Nov. 28, 1979 Letter from Mavis Jackson to Larry Dixson Discussing Directory Expenses, Due Discrepancies, Upcoming Meeting Location, and Problems in the Organization; Nov. 17, 1979 Treasurer’s Report

Dec. 7, 1979 Letter from Jeanette Drone to Larry Dixson Discussing Directory Cost

Dec. 26, 1979 Letter from Dale Hudson to Larry Dixson Discussing Directory and Upcoming Meeting

Jan. 21, 1980 Letter from Larry Dixson to Janice Jenkins Outlining Chairperson Duties and Giving a List of Suggestions

Jan. 22, 1980 Letter from Larry Dixson to Jeanette Drone, Dale Hudson, Mavis Jackson, and Shirley Marie Watts Discussing Questionnaire and Upcoming Meeting in Tallahassee

Feb. 19, 1980 Letter from Mavis Jackson to Larry Dixson Discussing Dues that Have Not Been Paid

March 11, 1980 Letter from Larry Dixson to Joan Falconer Discussing SEMLA Business Items

March 17, 1980 Letter from Jeanette Drone to Larry Dixson Announcing Drone’s Resignation as SEMLA Member-at-Large

March 18, 1980 Letter from Jeanette Drone to Larry Dixson Resignation Information

March 24, 1980 Letter from Larry Dixson to D. W. Krummel Announcing Dixon’s Resignation as
Formation of SEMLA
April 27, 1972 Letter from Valerie Burnie to Ann Voiles Discussing Recent Meeting and By-Laws
July 23, 1974 Letter from Clara Steuermann to Kathryn Logan Enclosing Report of Chapter Activities
Aug. 12, 1974 Letter from Michael Foster to Pauline Shaw with Hand-Written Notes Discussing Upcoming Program for Meeting
Aug. 27, 1974 Letter from Patsy Keyser to Pauline Shaw Discussing Participation in Upcoming SEMLA Meeting
Sept. 30, 1974 Letter from Michael Foster to Pauline Shaw Discussing Upcoming Meeting
Early 1975 Long Letter from Patsy Keyser to Pauline Shaw Discussing Topics for Upcoming Meeting and SEMLA Business Items; Letter from ???? to Executive Board Members Discussing “Southeast Quarter-Note” and Other Business Items
Oct. 23, 1975 Letter from Dale Hudson?? to Jerry Persons Thanking Persons for his Report
Oct. 31, 1975 Letter from ???? to Jerry Persons Exchanging Pleasantries
Dec. 2, 1975 Letter from Jerry Persons to Grace Hightower Discussing SEMLA
Jan. 27, 1975 Letter from Dale Hudson to Patricia Keyser Discussing SEMLA Questions
June 3, 1975 Letter from Nina Romani to Patsy Keyser Discussing Guidelines to Press Releases and Chapter Communications; List of MLA Members in Louisiana
Apr. 1979 SEMLA Newsletter No. 1, Editor Joan Falconer, Minutes of Feb. 6, 1979 Meeting Minutes, Bibliographic Exchange, DOMCIS Corrections and Updates, Information of Candidates
Apr. 1979 SEMLA Newsletter No. 1, Editor Joan Falconer, Minutes of Feb. 6, 1979 Meeting Minutes, Bibliographic Exchange, DOMCIS Corrections and Updates Missing Information of Candidates
1984-1985 SEMLA Membership Dues Forms
Feb. 21, 1985 Yearly Report by Alan Gregory
March 18, 1987 Hand-Written Letter from Dale Hudson to Robena Cornwell; 1986 Photograph; A Brief History of MLA Midwest Chapter by Betty Olmsted; Letter from Pauline Bayne to Peter Bushnell Suggestions for Draft of SEMLA History; List of SEMLA Officers from 1970-1989; List of SEMLA Publications from 1975-1984; Draft of SEMLA History by Peter Bushnell with Corrections by Pauline Bayne; Chronology of SEMLA from 1970 to 1986 with Corrections and Additions by Dale Hudson??
Oct. 12-14, 1989 SEMLA Meeting Notes by Nancy Zavac
Blank Transfer of Documents to MLA Archives Sheet
March 1, 1985 Letter from Gail Sonnemann and Bruce D. Wilson to MLA Members Requesting Help Building MLA Archives
Blank Transfer of Documents to MLA Archives Sheet
1986 Letter from Bruce Wilson to MLA Members Requesting Help Building MLA Archives
Nov. 1983 Draft of Suggestions for Senders and Recipients of Chapter Correspondence
July 27, 1989 Completed Transfer of Documents to MLA Archives from Nancy Zavac
Sept. 25, 1989 Completed Transfer of Documents to MLA Archives from Dale Hudson
1986 Letter from Bruce Wilson to MLA Members Requesting Help Building MLA Archives
1985 Blank Information for MLA Archives Form
Feb. 10, 1991 Letter from Robena Cornwell to MLA Board of Directors Discussing Possible Upcoming SEMLA Meeting in Atlanta, GA
3 Copies of List of SEMLA Officers and Nominating Committees from 1971 to 1993; Sketch of List
April 3, 1994 Letter from Jane Gottlieb to MLA Chapter Officers Requesting Information on Chapter Activities
Feb. 24, 1995 Letter from Jane Gottlieb Thanking Robert Curtis and Leslie Kamtman for Atlanta Meeting
March 6, 1995 Letter from William Coscarelli to Robert Curtis Thanking SEMLA for Donations
1996 Candidate Biographies
May 31, 1996 Letter from Roberta Chodacki to Bobbie Mallett Discussing Membership Renewal
June 5, 1996 Letter from Roberta Chodacki to Neil Hughes Discussing Ideas for MOUG Workshop Registration
Oct. 17-19, 1996 SEMLA Annual Conference Proposed Budget
1996-97 SEMLA Information Compiled by Roberta Chodacki
1997 SEMLA Election Candidate Biographies
Oct. 16-18, 1997 SEMLA Registration Form
April 18, 1997 Letter from Roberta Chodacki Inviting Richard Marcum to Join SEMLA
Oct. 6, 1998 Letter from Lynne Jaffe Thanking Martin Rubin for his Donation
April 8, 1999 Local Arrangements Meeting List and SAS System Information from Jan. 22, 1999
2000 SEMLA Calendar for Local Arrangements
Jan. 4, 2000 Email from Neil Hughes to MLA Announcing Current Roster of Chapter Officers
March 30, 2000 SEMLA Arrangements and Detailed Information on Upcoming Meeting
June 2001 Letter from Neil Hughes to Placement Officers Discussing SEMLA and Information for Potential Music Librarians
SEMLA Brochure Titles “What’s the Score”
May 15, 2003 SEMLA Chapter Grant Proposal by Sarah Dorsey
Lee Richardson’s Business Card; Feb. 2, 2004 Email Providing 2003 SEMLA Meeting Notes and Financial Information Submitted by Stephen Mantz
June 25, 2004 Letter from Alan Ringwood to Lee Richardson Discussing Photographs
Job Posting for SEMLA Web Editor
May 2006 Educational Outreach Program Proposal Submitted by Holling Smith-Borne
1/21: SEMLA Archives
Guidelines for Transfer of Official Documents to MLA Archives Effective July 1, 2003
Oct. 29, 2001 Email from Robert Curtis to Neil Hughes Discussing Archives and SEMLA Calendar and Chronology
Jan. 10, 2003 Email from Robert Curtis Responding to Lynn Jacobson Discussing Archives
Hand-Written Notes on Things Needed for Annual Meeting
Nov. 30, 1999 Email from Lois Kuyper Rushing to Neil Hughes and Robert Curtis Discussing Chronology of SEMLA and Providing a Draft
SEMLA Chronology and List of Officers 1970-1995
SEMLA Chronology and List of Officers 1970-1995
SEMLA Chronology 1970-1995

1/22: Meeting Registrations and Membership Lists
List of SEMLA Dues Paid 1982/83
Nov. 6-7, 1981 Conference List of SEMLA Registrants
Nov. 5, 1977 List of SEMLA and Chesapeake Chapter Members and Announcements
Hand-Written SEMLA Membership List 1979-1980
Feb. 1983 Signatures of Attendees at Informal MLA Meeting in Philadelphia
List of SEMLA Members
Nov. 1970 List of People Interested but Unable to Attend SEMLA Meeting
Nov. 16-17 List of SEMLA Members
Pre-Registration List for Nov. 5-6, 1976 Meeting
SEMLA Members List from Oct. 10-11, 1975 Meeting; March 30, 1975 List of SEMLA Members
Partial List of MLA Members (Pages 4-6)

1/23: Solinet Study Committee 1975-76
Dec. 9, 1975 Letter from Jerry Persons to Larry Discussing SOLINET and OCLC
Jan. 16, 1976 Letter from Kenneth Thomas Inviting Larry Dixson to Serve on a SOLINET Reactor Group
April 6, 1976 Letter from Larry Dixson to Jerry Persons Discussing Various SEMLA Issues; Feb. 19, 1976 Letter from Larry Dixson to Kenneth Thomas Discussing Invitation to Join SOLINET Reactor Group
Feb. 19, 1976 Letter from Larry Dixson to Randall Cravey Discussing Invitation to Join SOLINET Reactor Group; Feb. 20, 1976 Letter from Larry Dixson to Pauline Shaw Discussing Seattle Meeting and Business Items
Oct. 7, 1976 Letter from Larry Dixson to Jerry Persons Recommendations for Giving SOLINET Committee Report in Dixon’s Absence
April 22, 1976 Letter from Randall Cravey to Larry Dixon SOLINET and OCLC Services
May 3, 1976 Letter from Kenneth Thomas to Larry Dixon Discussing SOLINET

1/24: Knoxville Meeting 1976
April 26, 1976 Committee Report from Jeanette Drone to Pauline
June 11, 1976 Proposed Program for Nov. 5 SEMLA Meeting from Pauline to Jerry Persons
June 11, 1976 Proposed Program for Nov. 5 SEMLA Meeting from Pauline to Jerry Persons and Shirley
June 19, 1976 Letter from Jerry Persons to Pauline Shaw Discussing Upcoming SEMLA Meeting
July 8, 1976 Letter from Carol Mekkawi to Pauline Shaw Discussing Chicago Meeting
Sept. 1976 Hand-Written Letter from Pauline Shaw to Jerry Persons Discussing Upcoming Meeting’s Publicity
Hand-Written Notes on By-Laws, Chapter Project, Boston Composer’s Project, Goals and
Objectives, SELA, SE Directory and Schedules

1976 Business Meeting Tentative Agenda
Nov. 9, 1976 Letter from Pauline Shaw to Dena Epstein Providing New Roster of SEMLA Officers

1/25: Auburn Meeting, 1977-78 (Cancelled)
Nov. 10, 1977 Letter from Joy Vee Davis to Jerry Persons Discussing Date of Upcoming Auburn Meeting and Accommodations; Nov. 7, 1977 Letter from Joy Vee Davis to William Highfill Discussing Date of Upcoming Auburn Meeting
Nov. 15, 1977 Letter from Jerry Persons to Shirley Watts and Joy Vee Davis Discussing Upcoming Auburn Meeting and Other SEMLA Business Items
Nov. 15, 1977 Letter from Jerry Persons to Pauline Bayne and Joan Falconer Confirming 1978 Auburn Meeting Date and Changes to By-Laws/Constitution

August 7, 1978 Letter from Jeanette Drone to Mavis Jackson Discussing Directory and Workshop Information for SEMLA Newsletter

Hand-Written Notes for 1978 Auburn Meeting Program
SEMLA Information Packet from Pauline Bayne Providing Nov. 10-11, 1978 Auburn Meeting Information, 1978 Business Meeting Agenda, Auburn Meeting Agenda, and Reservation Card

Dec. 1978 Letter from Pauline Bayne to Members of SEMLA Discussing Special Urgent Meeting of SEMLA at New Orleans MLA Meeting
Jan. 31, 1979 Letter from Pauline Bayne to Ruth Watanabe Discussing Reasons for Cancelling Auburn Meeting and Newsletter Information

1/26: Annual Meetings 1970-1979
Nov. 1970 Listing of People Interested but Unable to Attend SEMLA
Feb. 15, 1971 Letter from Kathryn Logan Describing the Formation of SEMLA; Page 1 of Nov. 1970 SEMLA Formation and Chapter Rules

April 22-23, 1972 SEMLA Chapel Hill Meeting Outline for Session on Music Cataloging
Minutes to April 22-23, 1972 SEMLA Meeting
Minutes to April 22-23, 1972 SEMLA Meeting
April 22-23, 1972 SEMLA List of Directories and Lists and Guides to Music Libraries, Dictionaries and Encyclopedias, Bibliography Dictionaries, Dissertations and Theses as Bibliographic Sources, Histories as Reference, and Biographies and Indexes
June 26, 1972 Letter from Kathryn Logan to SEMLA Members Explaining April Meeting Minutes and Dues; April 22, 1972 Minutes to SEMLA Meeting by Barbara Henry
Oct. 10, 1974 Letter from Kathryn Logan Inviting Music Librarians to Attend an Upcoming SEMLA Meeting; Nov. 15-16, 1974 SEMLA Meeting Program; Hotel Reservation Information

Nov. 15-16, 1974 Minutes of SEMLA Meeting at USC
Nov. 15-16, 1974 Minutes of SEMLA Meeting at USC
Nov. 15-16, 1974 Agenda for SEMLA Meeting at USC
Oct. 10-11, 1975 SEMLA Meeting Program and Registration Information; Athens Local Information
Oct. 10-11, 1975 Minutes of SEMLA Meeting in Athens, GA by Jerry Persons
Oct. 10-11, 1975 SEMLA Meeting Attendees
Oct. 10-11, 1975 SEMLA Meeting Program and Registration Information; Athens Local Information
Oct. 10-11, 1975 SEMLA Meeting Attendees with Hand-Written Marks
Oct. 16, 1975 Minutes of SEMLA Business Meeting
Oct. 10-11, 1975 SEMLA Meeting Program and Registration Information; Athens Local
Information
Oct. 10-11, 1975 Minutes of SEMLA Meeting in Athens, GA by Jerry Persons
Nov. 5-6, 1976 SEMLA Meeting in Knoxville, Tenn. Pre-Registration List with Hand-Written Marks
Letter from Pauline Shaw Discussing Upcoming Nov. 5-6, 1974 SEMLA Meeting in Knoxville, Tenn.; Nov. 5-6, 1974 Program and Registration Form; Knoxville Local Information
Letter from Pauline Shaw Providing Information on Upcoming Nov. 5-6, 1974 SEMLA Meeting in Knoxville Tenn., the Program and Registration Form, Knoxville Local Information, and Maps of the University of Tennessee Campus
Letter from Pauline Shaw Providing Information on Upcoming Nov. 5-6, 1974 SEMLA Meeting in Knoxville Tenn., the Program and Registration Form, Knoxville Local Information, and Maps of the University of Tennessee Campus
Nov. 5-6, 1976 SEMLA Meeting in Knoxville Program
Nov. 5-6, 1976 Minutes from Knoxville SEMLA Meeting by Jerry Persons; Oct. 16, 1975 Minutes of SEMLA Business Meeting
Nov. 5-6, 1976 Minutes from Knoxville SEMLA Meeting by Jerry Persons; Oct. 16, 1975 Minutes of SEMLA Business Meeting
Nov. 5-6, 1976 SEMLA Meeting in Knoxville Program
Nov. 5-6, 1976 SEMLA Meeting in Knoxville Program
Nov. 5, 1977 Program of the Joint Meeting of SEMLA and Chesapeake Chapter in Virginia; Nov. 5, 1977 Program of the Joint Meeting of SEMLA and Chesapeake Chapter in Virginia; Maps and Directions for Hollins College in Virginia
Nov. 5, 1977 Minutes for SEMLA Meeting at Hollins College by Mavis Jackson with Hand-Written Notes on Back
Nov. 5, 1977 Minutes for SEMLA Meeting at Hollins College by Mavis Jackson
Nov. 5, 1977 Minutes for SEMLA Meeting at Hollins College by Mavis Jackson
Feb. 6, 1979 Minutes for SEMLA Meeting in New Orleans
Feb. 6, 1979 Minutes for SEMLA Meeting in New Orleans
Feb. 6, 1979 Minutes for SEMLA Meeting in New Orleans
Feb. 8, 1979 Minutes from SEMLA Executive Board Meeting in New Orleans
Nov. 16-17, 1979 Program for SEMLA Meeting at UNC Chapel Hill; Information on for Meeting; Preliminary Program for Meeting
Nov. 17, 1979 Minutes for SEMLA Meeting at UNC Chapel Hill by Mavis Jackson; Nov. 17, 1979 Minutes for SEMLA Meeting at UNC Chapel Hill by Mavis Jackson
Nov. 16-17, 1979 Program for SEMLA Meeting at UNC Chapel Hill
1/27: Membership Lists
SEMLA Members as of March 30, 1975 – Pages 1-6
SEMLA Members 1984-85
Nov. 1970 List of SEMLA Members
SEMLA Members as of March 30, 1975 – Pages 1-6
List of SEMLA Members
List of SEMLA Members Interested but Unable to Attend
No. 62, April 2001 Breve Notes Directory of Members
No. 71, April 2004 Breve Notes SEMLA Directory of Members 2004-2005
No. 68, April 2003 Breve Notes SEMLA Directory of Members 2003-2004
No. 59, April 2000 Breve Notes SEMLA Directory of Members 2000
No. 56, April 1999 Breve Notes SEMLA Directory of Members 1999
No. 53, April 1998 Breve Notes SEMLA Directory of Members 1998
1997 SEMLA Directory of Members
No. 14, Sept. 1985 Breve Notes SEMLA Newsletter Edited by Darlene Fawver
No. 15, Jan. 1986 Breve Notes SEMLA Newsletter Edited by Darlene Fawver; Questionnaire; Membership Dues Form
No. 15, Jan. 1986 Breve Notes SEMLA Newsletter Edited by Darlene Fawver; Questionnaire; Membership Dues Form
No. 16, May 1986 Breve Notes SEMLA Newsletter Edited by Darlene Fawver; Questionnaire; Membership Dues Form
No. 16, May 1986 Breve Notes SEMLA Newsletter Edited by Darlene Fawver; Questionnaire; Membership Dues Form
No. 17, Sept. 1986 Breve Notes SEMLA Newsletter Edited by Darlene Fawver; Oct. 17-19, 1986 SEMLA Meeting in New Orleans Preliminary Program; Registration Form; Membership Dues Form
No. 18, Jan. 1987 Breve Notes SEMLA Newsletter Edited by Darlene Fawver; Membership Dues Form
No. 18, Jan. 1987 Breve Notes SEMLA Newsletter Edited by Darlene Fawver
No. 18, Jan. 1987 Breve Notes SEMLA Newsletter Edited by Darlene Fawver; Membership Dues Form
No. 19, May 1987 Breve Notes SEMLA Newsletter Edited by Darlene Fawver; Oct. 1-3, 1987 SEMLA Meeting Preliminary Information; Membership Dues Form
No. 19, May 1987 Breve Notes SEMLA Newsletter Edited by Darlene Fawver; Oct. 1-3, 1987 SEMLA Meeting Preliminary Information; Membership Dues Form
No. 20, Aug. 1987 Breve Notes SEMLA Newsletter Edited by Darlene Fawver, Oct. 1-3, 1987 SEMLA Meeting in Athens Preliminary Program; Map of Athens; Information for Meeting; Pre-Registration Form; Hotel Reservation Form; Membership Dues Form
No. 20, Aug. 1987 Breve Notes SEMLA Newsletter Edited by Darlene Fawver, Oct. 1-3, 1987 SEMLA Meeting in Athens Preliminary Program; Map of Athens
No. 21, Feb. 1988 Breve Notes SEMLA Newsletter Edited by William Coscarelli and Mark McKnight
No. 21, Feb. 1988 Breve Notes SEMLA Newsletter Edited by William Coscarelli and Mark McKnight
No. 22, May 1988 Breve Notes SEMLA Newsletter Edited by William Coscarelli and Mark McKnight
No. 22, May 1988 Breve Notes SEMLA Newsletter Edited by William Coscarelli and Mark McKnight
No. 23, Sept. 1988 Breve Notes SEMLA Newsletter Edited by William Coscarelli and Mark McKnight; Membership Dues Form
No. 24, March 1989 Breve Notes SEMLA Newsletter Edited by William Coscarelli and Mark McKnight; Membership Dues Form
No. 25, June 1989 Breve Notes SEMLA Newsletter Edited by William Coscarelli and Mark McKnight
No. 26, Sept. 1989 Breve Notes SEMLA Newsletter Edited by William Coscarelli and Mark McKnight
No. 26, Sept. 1989 Breve Notes SEMLA Newsletter Edited by William Coscarelli and Mark McKnight; Oct. 12-14, 1989 SEMLA Meeting in Knoxville Preliminary Program and Directions
No. 27, Feb. 1990 Breve Notes SEMLA Newsletter Edited by William Coscarelli and Mark McKnight
No. 27, Feb. 1990 Breve Notes SEMLA Newsletter Edited by William Coscarelli and Mark
McKnight
No. 28-29, May-Aug. 1990 Breve Notes SEMLA Newsletter Edited by William Coscarelli and Dane Evans

No. 28-29, May-Aug. 1990 Breve Notes SEMLA Newsletter Edited by William Coscarelli and Dane Evans; 1990 SEMLA Election Ballot and Candidate Biographies; MLA Mentoring Program Information


No. 30-31, Jan.-Aug. 1991 Breve Notes SEMLA Newsletter Edited by William Coscarelli and Dane Evans; Oct. 24-26, 1991 SEMLA Conference at UNC Chapel Hill Preliminary Program; SEMLA Constitution and By-Laws

No. 32, Sept. 1991 Breve Notes SEMLA Newsletter Edited by William Coscarelli and Dane Evans

No. 33, Feb. 1992 Breve Notes SEMLA Newsletter Edited by William Coscarelli; List of SEMLA Personal Members


No. 36, Sept. 1992 Breve Notes SEMLA Newsletter Edited by William Coscarelli and Ann Viles; Oct. 22-24, 1992 SEMLA Conference in Miami Preliminary Program; Maps; Registration Form

No. 37, Jan. 1993 Breve Notes SEMLA Newsletter Edited by William Coscarelli and Ann Viles

No. 38-39, April-Aug. 1993 Breve Notes SEMLA Newsletter Edited by William Coscarelli and Ann Viles; Oct. 21-23, 1993 SEMLA Conference in Tuscaloosa Preliminary Program; Registration Form; Letter from William Coscarelli

No. 40, Dec. 1993 Breve Notes SEMLA Newsletter Edited by Ann Viles

No. 41, April 1994 Breve Notes SEMLA Newsletter Edited by Ann Viles; Directory of Members

No. 42, Aug. 1994 Breve Notes SEMLA Newsletter Edited by Ann Viles; Registration Form; Official Ballot

No. 43, Dec. 1994 Breve Notes SEMLA Newsletter Edited by Ann Viles

No. 44, April 1995 Breve Notes SEMLA Newsletter Edited by Ann Viles; Directory of Members

No. 45, Aug. 1995 Breve Notes SEMLA Newsletter Edited by Ann Viles

No. 45, Aug. 1995 Breve Notes SEMLA Newsletter Edited by Ann Viles; Registration Form; Official Ballot

No. 46, Jan. 1996 Breve Notes SEMLA Newsletter Edited by Ann Viles

No. 46, Jan. 1996 Breve Notes SEMLA Newsletter Edited by Ann Viles

No. 47, Jan. 1996 Breve Notes SEMLA Newsletter Edited by Ann Viles; Directory of Members

No. 47, Jan. 1996 Breve Notes SEMLA Newsletter Edited by Ann Viles; Directory of Members

No. 48, Aug. 1996 Breve Notes SEMLA Newsletter Edited by Ann Viles; Oct. 17-19, 1996 SEMLA Conference at University of Mississippi Preliminary Program

No. 48, Aug. 1996 Breve Notes SEMLA Newsletter Edited by Ann Viles; Oct. 17-19, 1996 SEMLA Conference at University of Mississippi Preliminary Program

No. 49, Jan. 1997 Breve Notes SEMLA Newsletter Edited by Ann Viles

No. 49, Jan. 1997 Breve Notes SEMLA Newsletter Edited by Ann Viles

No. 50, April 1997 Breve Notes SEMLA Newsletter Edited by Ann Viles; Directory of Members

No. 50, April 1997 Breve Notes SEMLA Newsletter Edited by Ann Viles; Directory of Members

1997 SEMLA Elections Candidate Bios
No. 51, Aug. 1997 Breve Notes SEMLA Newsletter Edited by Ann Viles; Oct. 16-17 SEMLA Conference in Columbia Preliminary Program
No. 52, Jan. 1998 Breve Notes SEMLA Newsletter Edited by Jennifer Ottervik
No. 53, April 1998 Breve Notes SEMLA Newsletter Edited by Jennifer Ottervik; Directory of Members
No. 53, April 1998 Breve Notes SEMLA Newsletter Edited by Jennifer Ottervik; Directory of Members
No. 54, April 1998 Breve Notes SEMLA Newsletter Edited by Jennifer Ottervik
No. 54, Aug. 1998 Breve Notes SEMLA Newsletter Edited by Jennifer Ottervik
1/30: Breve Notes, 1999-2001
No. 55, Jan. 1999 Breve Notes SEMLA Newsletter Edited by Jennifer Ottervik
No. 55, Jan. 1999 Breve Notes SEMLA Newsletter Edited by Jennifer Ottervik
No. 55, Jan. 1999 Breve Notes SEMLA Newsletter Edited by Jennifer Ottervik
No. 56, April 1999 Breve Notes SEMLA Newsletter Edited by Jennifer Ottervik; Directory of Members
No. 56, April 1999 Breve Notes SEMLA Newsletter Edited by Jennifer Ottervik; Directory of Members
No. 57, Aug. 1999 Breve Notes SEMLA Newsletter Edited by Jennifer Ottervik
No. 57, Aug. 1999 Breve Notes SEMLA Newsletter Edited by Jennifer Ottervik
No. 58, Jan. 2000 Breve Notes SEMLA Newsletter Edited by Jennifer Ottervik
No. 58, Jan. 2000 Breve Notes SEMLA Newsletter Edited by Jennifer Ottervik
No. 59, April 2000 Breve Notes SEMLA Newsletter Edited by Jennifer Ottervik; Directory of Members
No. 59, April 2000 Breve Notes SEMLA Newsletter Edited by Jennifer Ottervik; Directory of Members
No. 60, Aug. 2000 Breve Notes SEMLA Newsletter Edited by Jennifer Ottervik
No. 61, Jan. 2001 Breve Notes SEMLA Newsletter Edited by Jennifer Ottervik
No. 61, Jan. 2001 Breve Notes SEMLA Newsletter Edited by Jennifer Ottervik
No. 62, April 2001 Breve Notes SEMLA Newsletter Edited by Jennifer Ottervik; Directory of Members
No. 62, April 2001 Breve Notes SEMLA Newsletter Edited by Jennifer Ottervik; Directory of Members
No. 62, April 2001 Breve Notes SEMLA Newsletter Edited by Jennifer Ottervik; Directory of Members
No. 63, Aug. 2001 Breve Notes SEMLA Newsletter Edited by Jennifer Ottervik
No. 63, Aug. 2001 Breve Notes SEMLA Newsletter Edited by Jennifer Ottervik
No. 63, Aug. 2001 Breve Notes SEMLA Newsletter Edited by Jennifer Ottervik
1/31: Breve Notes, 2002-2003
No. 64, Jan. 2002 Breve Notes SEMLA Newsletter Edited by Alan Ringwood
Corrected Election Ballot and Candidate Biographies for Member-at Large (20021-2003)
No. 64, Jan. 2002 Breve Notes SEMLA Newsletter Edited by Alan Ringwood
No. 64, Jan. 2002 Breve Notes SEMLA Newsletter Edited by Alan Ringwood
No. 65, April 2002 Breve Notes SEMLA Newsletter Edited by Alan Ringwood; Membership Directory
No. 65, April 2002 Breve Notes SEMLA Newsletter Edited by Alan Ringwood; Membership Directory
No. 65, April 2002 Breve Notes SEMLA Newsletter Edited by Alan Ringwood; Membership Directory
No. 66, Aug. 2002 Breve Notes SEMLA Newsletter Edited by Alan Ringwood
No. 66, Aug. 2002 Breve Notes SEMLA Newsletter Edited by Alan Ringwood, Rough Draft
No. 67, Jan. 2003 Breve Notes SEMLA Newsletter Edited by Alan Ringwood
No. 67, Jan. 2003 Breve Notes SEMLA Newsletter Edited by Alan Ringwood
No. 68, April 2003 Breve Notes SEMLA Newsletter Edited by Alan Ringwood; Membership Directory
No. 68, April 2003 Breve Notes SEMLA Newsletter Edited by Alan Ringwood; Membership Directory, Rough Draft
No. 69, Aug. 2003 Breve Notes SEMLA Newsletter Edited by Alan Ringwood, Rough Draft
No. 69, Aug. 2003 Breve Notes SEMLA Newsletter Edited by Alan Ringwood with Hand-Written To-Do List
No. 69, Aug. 2003 Breve Notes SEMLA Newsletter Edited by Alan Ringwood

Folder list for Box 2:

2 2004- Breve Notes
2 1970 Meeting Atlanta, GA
2 Feb 1971 Meeting Chapel Hill, NC
2 Apr 1972 Meeting Chapel Hill, NC
2 Nov 1974 Meeting Columbia, SC
2 Oct 1975 Meeting Athens, GA
2 Nov 1976 Meeting Knoxville, TN
2 Nov 1977 Meeting Hollins College, VA (Roanoke)
2 Nov 1978 Meeting Auburn, AL
2 Nov 1979 Meeting Chapel Hill, NC
2 Oct/Nov 1980 Meeting Tallahassee, FL
2 Nov 1981 Meeting Atlanta, GA
2 Nov 1982 Meeting Nashville, TN
2 Nov 1983 Meeting DeLand, FL
2 Oct 1984 Meeting Durham, NC
2 Oct 1985 Meeting Tuscaloosa, AL
2 Oct 1986 Meeting New Orleans, LA
2 Oct 1987 Meeting Athens, GA
2 Feb 1988 Meeting Minneapolis, MN
2 Oct 1988 Meeting Boone, NC
2 Oct 1989 Meeting Knoxville, TN
2 Oct 1990 Meeting Memphis, TN
2 Oct 1991 Meeting Chapel Hill, NC
2 Oct 1992 Meeting Miami, FL
2 Oct 1993 Meeting Tuscaloosa, AL
2 Oct 1994 Meeting Atlanta, GA
2 Feb 1995 Meeting Atlanta, GA
2 Oct 1995 Meeting Jacksonville, FL
2 Feb 1996 Meeting Seattle, WA
2 Oct 1996 Meeting Oxford, MS
2 Jan 1997 Meeting New Orleans, LA
2 Oct 1997 Meeting Columbia, SC
2 Oct 1998 Meeting Houston, TX
2 Mar 1999 Meeting Los Angeles, CA
2 Oct 1999 Meeting Murfreesboro, TN
2 Oct 2000 Meeting (Loyola) New Orleans, LA
2 Nov 2001 Meeting Greenville, SC
2 Oct 2002 Meeting Baton Rouge, LA
2 Oct 2003 Meeting Chapel Hill/Durham, NC
2 Oct 2004 Meeting Atlanta, GA
2 Oct 2005 Meeting Memphis, TN
2 Oct 2006 Meeting Columbus, GA
2 Oct 2007 Meeting Jacksonville, FL

Box 3:
Scrapbooks
1 SEMLA coffee cup 1970-1995
Extra SEMLA brochures

Box 4:
Archival supplies